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Code-switching occurs when people who speak two or more languages, come up with a phenomenon where people use two or more languages while producing discourse. This phenomenon is commonly used by human in their daily life, including podcasts. This research examines the podcast of Daniel Mananta on his YouTube channel. This research aims to find the types and functions of code-switching used by Daniel Mananta in his utterances. The research was done by using qualitative descriptive methods in processing the data. The data of this research is one of Daniel Mananta’s video with Viola Mananta as the guest. This research focused on Daniel's utterances. The theory of Hoffman was used as the foundation for the data analysis. The result showed that Daniel employed three types of code-switching off Hoffman’s. It also showed that Daniel has different reasons for switching language such as: talking about a particular topic; quoting somebody else; be emphatic about something; interjections; repetition used for clarification; expressing group identity; and clarifying the speech content for interlocutor, this research showed that Daniel employed all of the functions of code switching apart of one function which expressing group identity.